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Our Review:
Anyone who has arrived here to learn more about #boycottshutterstock, I think this article on
insideimaging sums the greed up quite well [5]
Founded in 2003 Shutterstock is the largest subscription based photo agency in the world. They now
add well over 1 million images to their collection each week. Shutterstock has reached one of the top
positions in the marketplace by being innovative: they were the first to offer subscription microstock
[6], first microstock agency to offer video footage and the first of the big microstock agencies to
crowdsource editorial images. In April 2013 Shutterstock reported selling two images every second,
more than 250 million images since launch.
Good quality statistics always make me happy, how many people have viewed my portfolio, and any
sites that don't allow me to see just how many people are online and browsing make me nervous (I
admit some of the biggest sites don't need to do this - you know it's going to be a lot of people with
them), but when other smaller sites don't provide full information, just a box with "you have made 0
sales" I tend to be suspicious. Shutter stock is a site that provides excellent stats for numbers
munchers like me.
Sales at shutterstock have a definite bias towards recently uploaded images, and acceptance of
more unusual subjects is high (shutterstock appear to be letting their technology and users decide if
an image subject will sell rather than the feelings of a reviewer). If you can get accepted then it's a
good place to start selling and see immediate sales. Sales do tend however to 'drop off' for older
images in your portfolio.
The red carpet program [7] (shutterstock login required for access) offers services to photographers
who are looking for assistance in accessing events for editorial photography.
Important note about the 'cost of a standard credit'
Shutterstock is a subscription service and you get paid each time one of the subscribers downloads
an image, the subscribers pay different amounts for different lengths of subscription, I've based my
cost of $0.50 per credit on their one day, 25 image download limit for $49. This is not really a good
comparison to the other sites which allows a single download.
The subscription system at one time placed shutterstock into a different market compared to the
other microstock sites, although other sites have copied and now offer subscriptions (compare
subscription microstock sites [8]) shutterstock is still well in the lead in this market segment.
Shuterstock is still microstock, but it's microstock aimed square-on at the design professional or
design group, not Joe Bloggs and his three hours on Sunday afternoon webblog. From what I can see
from my results it's a good market to serve. I also feel that people are slightly less careful about
what they download if they have a subscription, as they have the freedom to download a small
selection of images and try them out in a design without paying any more than if they just
downloaded one final image. This process saves the designer collecting comp images and then going
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back to download the full sized image for the selected design and rework it all. (obviously the
designer has limits on their accounts and can't afford to go over those limits so they will only
download images that they think they really need).
This site has carved out a slightly different market segment, and is difficult to compare directly to
the other sites, but after several years of sales I have seen good results placing the site a number
two in my top ten list.
Price per image below is calculated from the 'On Demand Subscription', (5 images any time over 1
year for 49USD). Images are significantly cheaper if a regular subscription is taken. Shutterstock also
own the smaller microstock agency bigstockphoto [9] which allows them to concentrate on their core
business of subscription microstock and also take a share of the 'pay as you go' market.
Shutterstocks image collection grew by 10 million images in the 6 months to August 2015. As of
2020 they have 300 million images.

Conclusion
Shutterstock have been top of the sales ranking since overtaking istockphoto in 2010. Earnings
(2015) from shutterstock for me are 5x that of their nearest competitor - and not too far from being
more than all other agencies combined. "SS" Should be top of your upload list.
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[4]
Visit the shutterstock photographers area [4]

Useful Shutterstock Links:
Shutterstock.com/explore/the-shot-list [10] - Shutterstock monthly updated list of what is in demand

Site DetailsMedia Types (in addition to RF Images): This site accepts editorial images
This site accepts glamour photography
This site accepts video footage
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Real US$ Cost of 1 Standard Image: 9 (compare prices [12])
Referral Scheme: Yes - 20% on sales of new subscriptions. As of 2013 no payment for
photographer referrals previously $0.03 per image download from referred photographers
forever. (compare rates [13])
Cost of a standard image (1600x1200) 2MP approx: 9 Credits
Royalty Rate: From Jun 2020: Tiered in 6 Levels from 15% to 40% dependent on downloads Prior
rates were $0.25 per image downloaded, $0.30/33 after $500 worth of downloads (compare [14])
Cost of 1 Credit (basic): $ 1
FTP Upload:
Address: ftp://ftp.shutterstock.com [15]
Username: Your email address
Subscriptions:
Length of Subscription (1,3,6,12 month),
Monthly: 25 images-vectors/day $249
Annual: 25 images-vectors/day $2559
(multiseat licenses on request)
(compare subscriptions [16])
API: Reseller: JSON YAML Perl (details: api.shutterstock.com) (list all [17])
Site StatisticsApprox. size of photo collection (0 = no current estimate): 300000000
Images (compare [18])
Alexa Traffic Rank: 153 (a measure of the site popularity, lower number is better)
Alexa 3 Month Change: -23% (measurement of the increase of site popularity compared with
three months ago, negative is a decrease)
Launched: 2003
CommunityFacebook: fan page link [19] (list all [20])
Twitter: @shutterstock [21] (list all [20])
Photographers: 350000
shutterstock.com (apr/13)

Overall Rating:

9

/

10 (compare sites [22])
<p>http://affiliate.shutterstock.com</p>
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